
 

  
2 HR SPRINGERS GOAL SHEET 

Name: ____________________________    Date: _______________ 

FLOOR TRAMPOLINE STRENGTH 

Jump back to wedge  
Donkey kicks to full 
handstand 

 4x leg lifts to horizontal  

Cartwheel, cartwheel in a 
row 

 
Stomach drop from angry 
cat 

 Chin hold 15sec  

Jump full turn to 
motorbike 

 
¾ front sault, holding the 
back of your legs 

 Arch hold 25sec  

Backward roll on floor to 
angry cat, straight arms 

 
Jump split change, no 
minimum split required 

 Dish hold 25sec  

Step half turn on one foot  
Back drop from standing 
‘fall’ 

 20x box jumps  

Roundoff rebound from a 
box 

 Front sault into the pit   20x sit ups  

Power hurdle cartwheel  BEAM 10x push ups  

Handstand forward roll 
(arms can bend) 

 
Front support mount, 
swing legs to bunny shape 

 
Rope climb to the top 
within 45 sec 

 

Bridge kick over from box  
Half turn, half turn, both 
on 2 feet 

 VAULT 

FLEXIBILITY 
Scorpion kick with top leg 
straight 

 
Pike jump onto vault using 
board 

 

Back bridge with feet 
together, straight legs 

 Step kicks about horizontal  
Front support bounces on 
floor 

 

Back limber from standing  
Tuck jump to motorbike on 
beam 

 
Kick to handstand flatback 
on 30cm mat from floor 

 

Pike sit with elbows on 
floor at knees 

 Roundoff dismount  
Donkey kicks from mini tramp 
to flatback on 60cm mats 

 

Almost flat splits with 
chest up 

 
Arabesque to 45 degrees 
below horizontal 

 
Forward roll down wedge 
on top of a long flat box 

 

BARS BARS 
Bunny hop to handstand 
against wall 

 

2x glide swings  Pullover, with no help 
 

Climb on low bar, jump to 
high bar, 3x swings 

 
2x casts, toes need to get 
just below bar height 

 

3x swings in pike or 
straddle, push off to feet 

 

KEY:     
 Achieved the skill & can                  

do it confidently with 

good technique.   
 

Is still developing the    

skill and needs more time 

to perfect it. 

✓ 

☺ 


